Youth Identity, Power: Carlos F. Hidalgo 2017 Youth, Identity, Power is a unique exploration of the origins and development of Chicano identity in America.

Youth, Identity, Power: Carlos Hidalgo (1999, Youth, Power) is a study of the origins and development of Chicano identity in America. Through a critical analysis of the Chicano movement, Hidalgo examines the role of youthful participation in the struggle for social justice and the transformation of Chicano identity. The book offers a rich analysis of the cultural, political, and social contexts that shaped the Chicano movement and its impact on American society.

The Sixties Chicano Movement: Carlos Monarca 1999 This critical study of the origins of the Chicano Movement presents evidence for a new strategy of examination of the 1960s in the U.S. It includes a chapter on the role of women in the movement and the role of unions.

Fluid Bodies, Dry Bones: Steven Rosales 2015 Annotation This project examines the political dynamics of Latinx communities in California.

“Long Road Press” [6 People: Politics] (1960) This book is the first attempt to examine the Chicano movement’s development and is used in Los Angeles, some of the longest-established people of Mexican origin in the city. Chicano Scenes focuses on their organizations that challenge the dominant culture and explores the role of young people in the struggle for social justice.

The Sixties Experience: Youth, Identity, Power - Lisa Bedolla 2005-10-07 Annotation This project examines the political dynamics of Latinx communities in California.
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Los Chicanos: From the Barrio to the Bicentennial - Luis A. Urriola 2002-06-01 Annotation This book portrays the movements of the ‘60s as intuitively tied together. Student movements challenged authorities in almost every country, giving the 1960s a new consciousness. Scholarship and research on the 1960s have focused primarily on student and youth protests, but this book provides a more comprehensive analysis of the era’s social and political dynamics.

Chicanos: Reflections of a Revolutionary Generation - Joel Hellman 1993 This book provides a comprehensive analysis of the era’s social and political dynamics.
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